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CXL Overview - CXL Memory Devices (Type 3)

- Enables flexibility to add a variety of memory in addition to host-attached memory (DRAM).

- CXL Memory can have different characteristics compared to host-attached memory, e.g. considering system cost, capacity, power, bandwidth.

- Device can provide Host-managed Device Memory (HDM), that memory is located on a CXL device (Device-attached Memory).

- HDM is mapped to the system coherent address space and accessible through load/store semantics.
CXL Overview - Memory Devices and RAS

- Different to native memory controllers: Device and host have components to control CXL mem.
- There is no longer a unique memory controller in the system that controls all the memory.
- A device can report errors and error details.
- CXL protocol must be used to propagate errors from the device to the system.
- Many components are involved where errors can happen.
  - Errors are handled differently compared to host-attached memory.
  - More error locations with different error types and different error flows exist compared to non-CXL systems.
CXL RAS - More considerations

• Errors can be handled either by firmware (FW FIRST) or the OS (OS FIRST).
  → Even more ways of reporting errors.

• CXL VH mode vs. RCD mode
  → Different topology causes a different error flow.

• Same look and feel as for native memory?
  → Existing subsystems (e.g. EDAC) might not fit well.
  → Is there a need to implement new or extend other existing tools (e.g. ndctl)?

• Error injection
  → Various components and tools are involved.
CXL RAS - Where errors can happen in a CXL memory device

- The three CXL protocols (io, mem, and cache) form two groups: CXL.io and CXL.cachemem (or CXL.cache + CXL.mem). These two groups of protocols are multiplexed across the same physical “Flex Bus” link. See CXL spec section “Flex Bus Layering Overview”.
- There are four points where protocol/link errors can be detected marked with an ✗.
- Component Events is a collection of other device-related errors, e.g. memory ECC, thermal, etc. These are reported through the Mailbox (Device Command Interface and Event Records) marked with a ★.

CXL VH mode
# CXL Error Handling

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error Type</th>
<th>Error Reporting</th>
<th>Error Handling</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poison</td>
<td>Reported synchronously with the corrupted data and traverses to the requestor.</td>
<td>Host processor-specific. Mailbox command used for Poison Management.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Viral</td>
<td>Reported via CXL Link</td>
<td>Host processor-specific.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CXL Protocol Errors</td>
<td>Reported via RP’s PCIe AER. AER “Internal Error” (UIE/CIE) indicates information is also logged the RP’s CXL RAS caps (CXL RP/DSP/USP).</td>
<td>PCIe Root Port collects the error information and signals the FW/OS. Handling is analogous to PCIe RP handling but also reading CXL RAS caps if there are internal errors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CXL component events</td>
<td>Reported via CXL Device/Component Command Interface (mailbox, etc.) using CXL-defined record formats.</td>
<td>Device may signal FW using Vendor Defined Messages (VDM) or OS using interrupts (MSI/MSI-X). FW/OS issues mailbox commands to device to gather records.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CXL Protocol Errors

FW FIRST

• Platform firmware consumes the error.
• Platform firmware may signal OS through existing ACPI methods.
• Platform firmware uses CXL Protocol Error record format (CPER) to represent the hardware error (see UEFI 2.9 spec, N.2.13).

OS FIRST

• OS must handle AER events through existing methods.
• If AER status indicates an “Internal Error” (UIE/CIE), and the source is a RCEC, then the OS must inspect the AER and CXL RAS structures of all associated DPs.
• If AER status indicates an “Internal Error” (UIE/CIE), and the source is an Endpoint, then the OS must inspect the CXL RAS structure of the associated UP.
CXL Component Errors

- Boot-time tasks
  - OS must request and be granted “Memory Error reporting” control through _OSC.
  - OS may load a “CXL Memory Device” driver to manage the Device/Component Command Interface.
  - OS may load a “CXL Event” service driver.
    - Leverage “CXL Memory Device” driver to interact with mailbox, etc.
    - Enable polling timers and MSI/MSI-X interrupts for Events

- Run-time tasks
  - Event driver handlers will execute mailbox commands to get and clear records.
  - Event driver will parse records and report to user.
  - Event driver may call other OS facilities to act on error information
CXL VH vs. RCD mode - VH software view

Virtual Hierarchy (VH), Source: CXL-3.0, Figure 9-13
Restricted CXL Device (RCD) mode (former CXL 1.1):

- RCH Downstream Port and RCD Upstream Port is not in the PCIe hierarchy.
- Device is an RCiEP.
- RCH contains an RCEC.
- A Root Complex Register Block (RCRB) exists for the DP and UP (containing PCI type 1 and 0 header) with MEMBAR0 pointing to the component registers.
- Component registers are the same as in VH mode.

Source: CXL-3.0, Figure 12-4
CXL RAS - Missing in the kernel

- CXL RCD mode
- CPER extension for CXL Protocol Errors
- AER handling including support for CXL RAS caps and RCD (RCEC, CXL DP/UP) support (extend PCIe infrastructure)
- CXL mailbox interrupt support
- CXL event driver
- Notify userland, use existing subsystems (e.g. kernel log, tracepoints, EDAC)
CXL RAS - Plan for userspace

What could be in userspace?

- Mailbox interaction
- Monitoring tool (Event interrupts, etc.)
- Event handlers
- Address translation (hw to hw: device phys address to system phys address). Memory interleaving, device's base address, etc.
- Fault analysis
- Interleaving and region setup

Userspace or kernel drivers?

- Keep the kernel simple with reference implementation in userspace?
- Shouldn't (must) the kernel handle the errors?
Summary

- CXL is a common, standard interface for many types of memory.
- CXL enables System design flexibility and optimizations for a variety of memory.
- Needs RAS to use CXL mem interchangeable with native memory.
- Many components are involved, and a variety of errors need to be handled for CXL RAS.
- MCA and PCIe error reporting can be reused partly.
- Support of CXL protocol and component errors handling is new.

→ Fresh patches, fresh kernels welcome.
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